of cell-based tissue engineering is to isolate/differentiate and expand tissue-specific cells derived from the patient and to seed them onto suitable matrix scaffolds. Subsequently, following in vitro cultivation and tissue development, the resulting structure is implanted into the recipient's organism. The ultimate goal is to provide the patient with an implant produced with and by the patient's own cells, able to remodel and self-repair, with physiological haemocompatibility, biologically and mechanically equivalent to the native tissue. Historically, TE heart valves have been designed to mimic the complex shape of the native valve in the attempt to recreate the natural haemodynamics [5] .
Recently, we introduced a simplified design as an alternative to the classical one: a simple tissue-engineered tubular construct is sutured orthotopically in the aortic or pulmonary root at three sinotubular commissural points, and along a circumferential line at the annulus [6] . The tubular construct collapses inwardly under diastolic back pressure, closing the valvular conduit and opens again during systole (Fig. 1) . The tubular leaflet valve features a low transvalvular pressure drop and a large effective orifice area. The design does not rely on any rigid support or sewing ring and can, therefore, be combined with a self-expanding stent for minimally invasive transcatheter valve implantation [7] . This procedure offers hope for patients who are considered inoperable or at high mortality risk with surgical implantation [7] .
Since experimental testing of tissue-engineered heart valves can be extremely timeconsuming and expensive, numerical models are desired to predict the effect of geometrical and material changes on performance. One research group has created a series of models to simulate the closing of fiber-reinforced leaflets [8] and stentless fiber-reinforced heart valves [9] using high-performance polyethelyne fibers (HP-PE) in an ethylene-propylene-diene-monomer rubber matrix. These models utilized a continuum rule of mixtures technique to represent the fiber-reinforced rubber material only in elements which contain a fiber. As far as the authors can tell, the formulation did not track the angle change of fibers with loading except through rigid body rotations of the composite elements. Fiber orientation and volume fraction were investigated, and optimization techniques were applied to design the leaflets. Xiong et al. [10] compared a tubular and a molded geometry for stentless pericardial bioprostheses. An isotropic material model was utilized because the geometry was the focus of the study. More recently, Marom et al. [11] created a model with fluid-structure interaction (FSI) to determine the correlation between root geometries and coaptation height and stresses. The effect of valve-specific collagen networks were also investigated [12] by mapping experimentally obtained collagen content and direction to an finite element (FE) model where collagen fibers were represented with beam elements. Cox et al. [13] created a simple, preliminary, FE model of the tubular heart valve geometry. While all of these modes represent varying degrees of modelling fidelity with aspects similar to the current study, none of them look at the effect of fiber reinforcement orientation for a tubular, tissue-engineered heart valve.
There are many different material models developed for modelling soft, biological materials reinforced by multiple fiber directions (for example [14, 15] and the reader is directed to [16] for a more exhaustive study). The model chosen for this particular study is based on the model first proposed by Reese et al. [17] and further developed and/or applied in [18] [19] [20] . The fiber directions are captured through so-called structural tensors, and the matrix is represented by a hyperelastic Neo-Hookean model. To compare the effect of different fiber volume fractions and orientations on the closing of the heart valve, an FE model was created to simulate the pinching/stitching and closing of the valve. Several fiber volume fractions and orientations were compared and improvements to the model were suggested.
Methods
In order to show the effect of fiber reinforcement volume fraction and orientation on a closed tubular heart valve, a finite element (FE) model was utilized. This section describes first the structural tensor material model adapted from Reese et al. [17] to describe the fiber-reinforced tissue under large deformation. Next, the material characterization is briefly summarized, and finally the boundary conditions of the model are defined.
Material model formulation
Consider an isotropic matrix material with n f fiber systems embedded within the matrix as shown in Fig. 2 . The geometry of the fibers (diameter) is small compared to the global structure dimensions, such that the composite material can be viewed at the macro-scale and modelled as a homogenous continuum. Under traction and kinematic boundary conditions, a point within the material undergoes deformation and the right CauchyGreen tensor is defined in terms of the deformation gradient, F, by where
2 , α 1f i , and α 2f i are constants attributed to the material properties of the ith fiber. The constants K f i m and α f i m dictate how the matrix interacts with the ith fiber. Furthermore, the coupling of the ith and jth fibers is captured by where K f ij and α f ij are constants dictating the fiber coupling. The second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, S, can be found by which gives where This phenomenological material model results in six unknown constants for the matrix, four per fiber, two for every pair of fibers for the fiber to fiber coupling, and two per fiber for the fiber to matrix coupling. The benefit of this general form with so many constants is that complicated textile structures with complex coupling between fibers and matrix can be represented, along with simple, aligned families of fibers. However, unless one uses virtual experiments to generate enough data to fit all of these constants, it may not be practical or possible to find values for each constant. For this study, the tissue matrix fails before 20% strain can be reached, which makes the additional term, W MLD m , to capture strongly non-linear behavior of the matrix unnecessary. Furthermore, the coupling between the fibers and the matrix is expected to have a relatively small influence on the overall response of the material, so K f i m is assumed to be 0. If the different fiber directions are not strongly coupled mechanically (for example through stitching or a tightly interwoven textile pattern like a warp-knit textile) then the coupled terms can be ignored and all K f ij terms are considered to be 0. Furthermore, since there is limited experimental data for the fibers, only the linear invariant term, I f i 1 , is kept and K f i 2 is set to 0. All of these simplifications result in a reduced second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, which is:
M f i , and
where S NH m is as before, and
Furthermore, since the tissue matrix is much more compliant than the fibers, the fibers are expected to buckle in compression and therefore carry no axial compressive load. Hence, prevents the fibers from carrying any axial compressive loads.
Material parameters
To characterize the tissue, tensile tests were performed on heart valve tissue samples. The specimens had a gauge length of 10 mm, a width of 5 mm, and a nominal thickness of around 0.7 mm. The specimens were preloaded with 0.005 N, and stretched at 9 mm/min until failure. The engineering stress vs. logarithmic strain is plotted in Fig. 3a . A one-element model with prescribed uniaxial displacement and unconstrained sides was used to fit the experimental data. The tissue was modelled as nearly incompressible and the Lamé constants, μ and λ, were found to be 0.57 and 5.12 MPa respectively.
The fibers were chosen based on the textile reinforcement used in a heart valve by Weber et al. [6] . This study used polyethylene terephthalate (PET) fibers with 17 µm diameter, 24 fibers per yarn, and the yarns had a spacing of approximately 1.6 mm (see Fig. 4 ). Although this valve had a warp-knit textile, the fibers for the current study were modelled as straight. The volume fraction of the fibers can therefore also be seen as a knock-down factor to account for the lack of straightness of the fibers within the textile. The fiber material parameters were obtained by using experimental data from Lechat et al. [21] as shown in Fig. 3b . This stress-strain curve is from a tensile test on a single PET fiber. The same one-element model with unconstrained sides and one side given a prescribed displacement was used to fit the fiber parameters K f i 1 and α 1f i . The data appeared to be linear initially (except for an initial non-linear period which is assumed by the authors to be remnants of the load transfer in the experimental setup) until it became plastic. Since plasticity was not included in the present model, the exponent α 1f i was assumed to be 2.0, making the stress-strain relationship for pure fiber linear in second Piola-Kirchhoff/right Cauchy-Green tensor space. K f i 1 was then found to be 1,200 MPa to fit the data for pure fiber in the fiber direction as shown in Fig. 3b .
Finite element model
The finite element (FE) model was created to simulate the suturing and closing of the heart valve and to show the effect of using different textile reinforcements. The FE model was built using the commercial software Abaqus, and an implicit integration solution scheme was used. The elements chosen were C3D8R elements (eight-noded brick elements with reduced integration and enhanced hourglass stiffness). The initial tube valve construct had a nominal diameter of 23 mm, height of 18 mm, and wall thickness of 0.7 mm as shown in Fig. 5 .
To avoid excessive deformations and concentrated forces, the corner sutures were simulated using a control point-to-surface constraint. A 0.75 × 2 mm square patch adjacent to the slit was coupled with a reference point located at the top midpoint of the patch (Fig. 5) . The point was coupled with the translational degrees of freedom of the surface (not rotational), and a continuum distribution using uniform weighting was used. Therefore the surface translations were tied to the control point, but only in an average sense. A similar control point and patch were placed in the center of the leaflet to force the valve closed, thereby bypassing snap-through of the leaflet. Utilizing a control point and load patch allowed applying boundary conditions to the control point without having the entire load applied at a concentrated point on the valve surface.
The boundary conditions and loading steps can be summarized as follows (see Fig. 6 ):
• Initial step: The bottom of the valve was fixed (encastre) and symmetry surfaces were given symmetric boundary conditions perpendicular to the surface. Contact was enforced between the inside valve surface and rigid wall.
• Step 1: The control points were given a prescribed a displacement in the x-direction (U x ), bringing them against the contact plane.
• Step 2: The control point near the slit was fixed in space (simulating suture to stent) and a uniform pressure of 11 kPa [9] was applied to the outer surface of the valve.
One of the main difficulties in an implicit simulation of a rather thin-walled, flexible tubular structure is bifurcation of solutions. In many instances during the simulation loading, there were negative eigenvalues indicating buckling or unstable solutions. The first and most obvious case was when initially suturing and pinching the tube. Initial models attempted to pinch the corners and then subsequently applying pressure. This caused snap-through of the tube wall, and convergence was extremely difficult. To avoid snap-through, the control point in the middle of the leaflet was introduced so that it was simultaneously closed and pinched (see Fig. 6 ).
Additionally, an initial full-valve model also revealed many different buckling modes that caused convergence difficulties. Some of these modes are shown in simplified drawings in Fig. 7 . The modes shown in Fig. 7a -c all involve buckling of the closed lids. This can be extremely sensitive to the boundary conditions, and where the corner sutures are placed. The mode shown in Fig. 7d occurs when the leaflets first come into contact. One lip may slip above the other two and cause an asymmetrical configuration. Furthermore, another mode which the valve can display is shown in Fig. 7e , in which one leaflet forces its way in between the other two leaflets.
The presence of all of these alternate solutions can cause solution convergence difficulties for an implicit simulation. To force the valve into a symmetrical state and remove alternate asymmetric solutions, only 1/6th of the valve was modelled. To model A 0.7 mm × 3.35 mm slit was inserted on the three corners where a suture is placed to give the tube its valve structure (Fig. 8) . While this was not necessarily representative of actual heart valves, it was necessary numerically to avoid elements with excessive distortion which make solution convergence difficult. A physical justification of this practice may lie in the conditioning process of actual heart valves [22] . The construct consisting of cell-laden fibrin and the textile reinforcement is pinched and sutured into place, and the cells grow and multiply in a bioreactor while the valve is opening and closing. During this opening and closing, the pinched corners with a suture are not opening and closing. Therefore, cells are growing in this region in the bent configuration. Therefore, the stresses in the pinched regions in the actual heart valve are unknown, but are probably much less than if the fully-grown material were pinched and sutured. These corner regions are not considered critical in the analysis and the slits are inserted to allow better solution stability.
Three studies were conducted: a study on element size convergence, fiber volume fraction, and fiber orientation. The various material and geometric parameters used each study are summarized in Table 1 . Prior to comparing heart valves with different fiber angle orientations, convergence with increasing mesh density was found for a heart valve with no fiber reinforcement. Elements were kept roughly square, and meshes were generated with one, two, three, and up to six elements through the thickness. Convergence was judged by looking at the average relative error of the maximum principle strain of the leaflet centerline. The average relative error, ε error , was defined as where n el is the number of elements along the leaflet centerline as defined in Fig. 9b , ɛ p cm (x i ) is the maximum principle strain evaluated at x i in the current mesh (mesh under consideration), ɛ p fm (x i ) and is the maximum principle strain evaluated at x i in the finest mesh (six elements through the thickness). The heart valve model without fiber reinforcement results were loaded at a pressure of 6 kPa rather than 11 kPa. This was because the tissue was so compliant that the entire valve collapsed above 6 kPa, making the results not comparable to the fiber reinforced valves and causing solution convergence difficulties. Finally, the maximum principle strain of heart valves with different fiber volume fractions and orientations was determined. The mesh size used was five elements through the thickness and the remaining two directions roughly 0.23 × 0.23 mm. The results were recorded at 11 kPa of applied pressure. The maximum principle strain contours are presented here and the strain along the leaflet centerline (Fig. 9b) and along the line under the corner stitch were shown because they contained the points of highest strain. However, the magnitudes near the bottom suture and the corner stitch should be considered suspect and useful for more of a qualitative rather than quantitative comparison. For the (17) Fig. 9 Elemental convergence study for heart valve with no fiber reinforcement; a average error at the leaflet centerline and b maximum principle strain distribution in the valve. bottom suture, the bottom surface of the heart valve FE model is fixed. It is expected that a suture line would not be entirely fixed, but allowed some rotation. Therefore, the actual boundary probably lies somewhere between a fixed and a pinned condition. The corner stitch strains are also suspect, because the growth of the tissue takes place in the stitched configuration, which most likely leads to lower strains in the material around this point.
Results and discussion
To compare the effect of reinforcement fiber volume fraction and orientation on the closing of a tubular heart valve, the finite element (FE) model was created and utilized. First, the ability of the model to converge with decreasing mesh size was investigated for the heart valve model without textile reinforcement. Finally, the fiber volume fraction and fiber reinforcement orientation was investigated to show how the fiber reinforcement can be tailored to decrease maximum strain or change valve shape under pressure.
Mesh size convergence
First, the elemental convergence of the heart valve model was studied for a heart valve without fiber reinforcement. The average deviation of the maximum principle strain from the model with the finest mesh (6 elements through the thickness) was used to show elemental convergence.
The average deviation error is plotted in Fig. 9a for different meshes. As can be seen, the average deviation is quite low even for coarse meshes. The spot on the centerline along the bottom suture is the only location where mesh size convergence was not immediately achieved. Since the boundaries were not entirely representative of actual conditions as discussed earlier, the mesh size used was five elements through the thickness with the other dimensions roughly 0.23 × 0.23 mm, resulting in 18,943 elements.
Effect of fiber volume fraction
After convergence was shown, the heart valve FE model was run to the full pressure of 11 kPa for ±45°, fiber orientations and a fiber volume fraction of 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001. Contour plots of the maximum principle logarithmic strain on the surface of the heart valves with different fiber volume fractions is plotted in Fig. 10 . By looking at the strain distributions, there are aspects to be highlighted. First, the highest points of strain are located just below the slit in the valve corner. This region undergoes extreme bending and deformation, even with the slit. The maximum principle strain here surpasses the maximum strain in the specimen shown in Fig. 3a . As stated earlier, in an actual heart valve, the corner is stitched and then the cells are subsequently grown onto the fibrin/textile scaffolding. During growth, the valve is conditioned by pumping fluid and opening and closing the valve. However, since the stitched corner does not move during opening/closing, the cells grow on the corner without any residual stress. While it is true that the scaffolding will have some residual stress in the corner, the tissue probably will not. Therefore, the strain magnitude predicted here is expected to be higher than for the actual valve.
Another thing to note is that there is a strain peak on the valve side below the stitch. This point shows the influence of the corner control point on the valve lip. The control point is fixed while pressure is applied, so there is an increase of strain here due to the control point keeping the valve up. If this stitch boundary condition were applied to a single point rather than through a control point with loading patch, a much higher strain peak would be seen along with excessive localized deformation. Other than the corners, the second highest strain is located at the base of the valve. Like the corner, strains higher than those allowed by the material are found here. It should be noted that the fixed boundary conditions at the base are probably stiffer than the actual valve. One row of sutures holds the valve to the stent, and the suture probably behaves somewhere in between a fixed and a pinned boundary.
A more detailed look at the principle logarithmic strains can be seen in Fig. 11 along the leaflet centerline (Fig. 11a) and the line below the corner suture (Fig. 11b) . These regions were both chosen because they normally contained the maximum strains. As one would expect, higher volume fractions resulted in less bending of the valve and less strain, especially in the corner positions. Along the leaflet centerline in Fig. 11a , the stiffer valve with fiber volume fraction of 0.01 shows a more even distribution of strain because the valve does not collapse and fold at one single point as do the others.
The effect of fiber volume fraction is fairly intuitive. The higher the volume fraction, the stiffer the valve and the lower the strains are generally. Lower strains usually mean higher strength. On the other side, the stiffer the valve the less it closes. The valve with fiber volume fraction of 0.01 still has quite a bit of opening at the top, while the lower volume fractions are completely closed. Due to this tradeoff between strength and closure (or coaption), one needs to define (1) the minimum closure required for the valve to fulfill its function, (2) define the closure time required and then chose the highest volume fraction which fulfills both requirements. In this way, a balance can be found between strength and function.
Effect of fiber orientation
After isolating the effect of volume fraction on the maximum principle strains in the heart valve, the fiber orientation was investigated. The volume fraction per fiber direction was held constant at 0.001, and fiber orientations of 0° ± 15°, ±30°, ±45°, ±60°, ±75°, and 90° were compared. Contour plots of the maximum principle logarithmic strain on the surface of the heart valves with different fiber reinforcement orientations are plotted in Fig. 12 . The maximum principle logarithmic strains plotted along critical lines are compared in Fig. 13 . The two locations of stress concentrations: at the base of the valve along the leaflet centerline at near the pinch, show reductions in strain concentration intensity for different fiber orientations. For shallower angles such as 0, 15, and 30°, the pinched areas are is less-supported and the strains here are high. The steeper angles like 60, 75, and 90° result in reduced strain near the base of the valve. The 45° specimens appear to be a good balance between the two. However, to really minimize the strain in both locations without increasing fiber volume fraction, the orientation would need to be locally tailored. This highlights the fact that the most beneficial reinforcement orientation depends on the location in the valve, which makes a case for a locally optimized fiber orientation in the future (similar to [23] [24] [25] [26] ).
Future work
This model serves to compare the effects of fiber volume fraction and orientation on the closed-valve configuration, but there are many aspects of the model that could be improved to move towards a predictive rather than merely comparative model. First, more material data is required for proper modelling of the fiber-reinforced tissue. Some tests with the fiber-reinforced material would be necessary to not only validate the model but also to include more advanced aspects including fiber-matrix coupling and fiber-fiber coupling. This could be done by physical testing or by creating a unit-cell model of the textile in a tissue matrix and then conducting virtual experiments. Additionally, experimental data of a textile-reinforced heart valve would be necessary for a validation of the model. Furthermore, there could be some improvements on the material modelling. The material model treats the tissue with textile as a homogenous material. For membrane stresses, this is probably a reasonable approximation. However, since the soft tissue grows on the outer surface of the textile, the bending stiffness will be much lower in the actual material. Either a multi-layered continuum model or a shell element with bending stiffness based on textile location would be an improvement. The tissue is in actuality not an isotropic material but anisotropic due to conditioning and the fibrous collagen growth in the loading directions. This would mean that not only is the tissue anisotropic, but the material directions would be spatially varying. A more advanced material model could be implemented and a conditioning simulation could be carried out to obtain the local material anisotropy in the conditioned valve similar to [27, 28] . Additionally, plasticity of the tissue and fibers could be included to more accurately predict failure of the valve.
Finally, some FE improvements would lead to a more realistic description of the problem. Running a dynamic simulation with an explicit solver would help with solution instability and contact convergence, and be able to account for the dynamic pressure application in a real valve. A full model of the heart would include the non-symmetric modes, which may appear under more realistic boundary conditions. All of these improvements should be topics of future work to yield a higher-fidelity prediction for the behavior of textile-reinforced heart valves.
Conclusion
The goal of the current study was to show the effect of changing fiber reinforcement orientation on a textile reinforced tubular heart valve through virtual experimentation. First, a large deformation, anisotropic material model first introduced by Reese et al. [17] was adapted. This model is based on the concept of structural tensors, which isolates directional components of the right Cauchy-Green tensor and uses a corresponding invariant in the energy formulation. The matrix was modelled as a nearly incompressible Neo-Hookean isotropic material. The many of the coupled and higher order terms were neglected because a lack of sufficient experimental data would make the fitting of many constants non-singular and arbitrary.
A finite element (FE) model was constructed for the heart valve. To improve computational efficiency and avoid asymmetric buckling modes, one-sixth of the tube was modelled. Symmetry boundary conditions were applied on both sides and the bottom was fixed to represent the suture to the stent. This last boundary condition is probably stiffer than a suture would be in reality. Three slits were cut out of the tube where the tube would be pinched and sutured to avoid excessive distortion at one single point. This is justified by the fact that the cells grow in the pinched deformation, making the residual stresses at the corner smaller than represented in the model. The valve was closed and pinched simultaneously to avoid snap-through instability, then a uniform pressure was applied to the outside surface. A contact plane was placed in the middle for contact symmetry. A few studies were carried out with the FE model. First, elemental convergence was shown by comparing the maximum principle strains of the leaflet centerline. Good convergence was achieved for relatively coarse meshes, but the solution around the stress concentrations required finer meshes. Second, the effect of fiber volume fraction was shown be comparing valves with 0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, and 0.00001 fiber volume fractions for ±45° fiber orientations. An increase in fiber volume fraction reduced the maximum principle strain at critical locations because the valve was stiff enough that it did not fold at a concentrated location. However, higher volume fraction also resulted in less valve closure, illustrating the trade-off between strength and stiffness. A more optimum valve could be constructed by reinforcing critical areas with more fibers and leaving other areas with fewer fibers to achieve better closure. Finally, fiber reinforcement orientations of 0°, ± 15°, ± 30°, ± 45°, ± 60°, ± 75°, and 90° were applied and maximum principle strain distributions were compared. It was shown that the fiber reinforcement stiffened the valve, but different orientations were beneficial at different locations. This suggests the use of fiber placement technology to optimize the fiber direction to increase the strength of a heart valve without adding a large amount of fibers.
